Elevator Speech Script Example

Good Day. My name is (first and last name). I am a (Masters or PhD candidate) (at the University of) where I am currently working on my thesis on (topic). (Can add expected date of graduation if you wish). I am currently seeking opportunities to apply my passion and expertise for a position as a ________.

**My studies have been primarily focused on ______, ______. My long-term goal is to eventually become a ________ where I can leverage my background and experience as a __________ so that the work I do today will have an impact on generations to come.

The three qualities I possess that make me uniquely qualified for this role and/or field are 1. (This soft skill)  2. (Type of Analytical Skill) and 3. (Something that demonstrates your ability to solve problems) (provide examples for each) [Note these are just examples of unique skills you can use.]

My ask of you today is if you know of anyone I could be connected with within your network (be specific about the industry or job your are seeking help with) that would benefit me in my search I would be most grateful.

Conversely, I invite you to review my LinkedIn profile and if there is anyone you see within my connection that you would like me to arrange an introduction for please do not hesitate reach out.

Again my name is (first and last name).

*Please incorporate interesting qualitative and quantitative examples that your audience would find interesting to help promote yourself.